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I’ve been monitoring Google Play Store for new Ztorg Trojans since September 2016, and
have so far found several dozen new malicious apps. All of them were rooting malware that
used exploits to gain root rights on the infected device.
Then, in the second half of May 2017 I found one that wasn’t. Distributed on Google Play
through two malicious apps, it is related to the Ztorg Trojans, although not a rooting malware
but a Trojan-SMS that can send Premium rate SMS and delete incoming SMS. The apps had
been installed from Google Play more than 50,000 and 10,000 times respectively.
Kaspersky Lab products detect the two Trojan apps as Trojan-SMS.AndroidOS.Ztorg.a. We
reported the malware to Google, and both apps have been deleted from the Google Play
Store.
The first malicious app, called “Magic browser” was uploaded to Google Play on May 15,
2017 and was installed more than 50,000 times.
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Trojan-SMS.AndroidOS.Ztorg.a on Google Play Store
The second app, called “Noise Detector”, with the same malicious functionality, was installed
more than 10,000 times.
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Trojan-SMS.AndroidOS.Ztorg.a on Google Play Store

What can they do?
After starting, the Trojan will wait for 10 minutes before connecting to its command and
control (C&C) server. It uses an interesting technique to get commands from the C&C: it
makes two GET requests to the C&C, and in both includes part of the International Mobile
Subscriber Identity (IMSI). The first request will look like this:
GET c.phaishey.com/ft/x250_c.txt, where 250 – first three digits of the IMSI.
If the Trojan receives some data in return, it will make the second request. The second
request will look like this:
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GET c.phaishey.com/ft/x25001_0.txt, where 25001 – first five digits of the IMSI.
Why does the Trojan need these digits from the IMSI?
The interesting thing about the IMSI is that the first three digits are the MCC (mobile country
code) and the fourth and fifth digits are the MNC (mobile network code). Using these digits,
the cybercriminals can identify the country and mobile operator of the infected user. They
need this to choose which premium rate SMS should be sent.
In answer to these requests, the Trojan may receive an encrypted JSON file with some data.
This data should include a list of offers, and every offer carries a string field called ‘url’, which
may or may not contain an actual url. The Trojan will try to open/view the field using its own
class. If this value is indeed a url, the Trojan will show its content to the user. But if it is
something else and carries an “SMS” substring, the user will send an SMS containing the
text supplied to the number provided.

Malicious code where the Trojan decides if it should send an SMS.
This is an unusual way to send SMS. Just after it receives urls to visit, or SMS to send, the
Trojan will turn off the device sound, and start to delete all incoming SMS.
I wasn’t able to get any commands for the Trojans distributed through Google Play. But for
other Trojans located elsewhere that have the same functionality, I got the command:
{“icon”:”http://down.rbksbtmk.com/pic/four-dault06.jpg”,”id”:”-1″,”name”:”Brower”,”result”:1,”status”:1,”url”:”http://global.621.co/trace?
offer_id=111049&aff_id=100414&type=1″}
It was a regular advertising offer.

WAP billing subscriptions
I was able to find several more malicious apps with the same functionality distributed outside
the Google Play Store. The interesting thing is that they don’t look like standalone Trojans,
more like an additional module for some Trojan.
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Further investigation revealed that these Trojans were installed by a regular Ztorg Trojan
along with other Ztorg modules.
In a few of these Trojans, I found that they download a JS file from the malicious url using the
MCC.

Malicious code where the Trojan downloads a JS file.
I downloaded several JS files, using different MCC’s, to find out what cybercriminals are
going to do with users from a different countries. I wasn’t able to get a file for a US MCC, but
for other countries that I tried I received files with some functions. All the files contain a
function called “getAocPage” which most likely references AoC – Advice of Charge. After
analyzing these files, I found out that their main purpose is to perform clickjacking attacks on
web pages with WAP billing. In doing so, the Trojan can steal money from the user’s mobile
account. WAP billing works in a similar way to Premium rate SMS, but usually in the form of
subscriptions and not one-time payments as most Premium rate SMS.
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JS file from a CnC for Russian users (MCC = 250)
It means that urls which the Trojan receives from the CnC may not only be advertising urls,
but also urls with WAP billing subscriptions. Furthermore some Trojans with this functionality
use CnC urls that contain “/subscribe/api/” which may reference subscriptions too.
All of these Trojans, including Trojans from Google Play, are trying to send SMS from any
device. To do so they are using lots of methods to send SMS:
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Part of the “Magic browser” app’s code
In total, the “Magic browser” app tries to send SMS from 11 different places in its code.
Cybercriminals are doing this in order to be able to send SMS from different Android versions
and devices. Furthermore, I was able to find another modification of the TrojanSMS.AndroidOS.Ztorg that is trying to send an SMS via the “am” command, although this
approach should not work.
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Connection with the Ztorg malware family
The “Magic browser” app was promoted in a similar way to other Ztorg Trojans. Both the
Magic browser” and “Noise detector” apps shared code similarities with other Ztorg Trojans.
Furthermore, the latest version of the “Noise detector” app contains the encrypted file
“girl.png” in the assets folder of the installation package. After decryption, this file become a
Ztorg Trojan.
I found several more Trojans with the same functionality that were installed by a regular
Ztorg Trojan along with the other Ztorg modules. And it isn’t the first case where additional
Ztorg modules were distributed from Google Play as a standalone Trojan. In April 2017, I
found that a malicious app called “Money Converter”, had been installed more than 10,000
times from Google Play. It uses Accessibility Services to install apps from Google Play.
Therefore, the Trojan can silently install and run promoted apps without any interaction with
the user, even on updated devices where it cannot gain root rights.

Trojan-SMS vs. rooting
There were two malicious apps on Google Play with the same functionality – “Noise
Detector” and “Magic browser” but I think that they each had a different purpose. “Magic
browser” was uploaded first and I assume that the cybercriminals were checking if they were
able to upload this kind of functionality. After they uploaded the malicious app they didn’t
update it with newer versions.
But it is a different story with “Noise Detector” – here it looks like the cybercriminals were
trying to upload an app infected with a regular version of the Ztorg Trojan. But in the process
of uploading they decided to add some malicious functionality to make money while they
were working on publishing the rooting malware. And the history of “Noise Detector” updates
prove it.
On May 20 they uploaded a clean app called “Noise Detector”. A few days later they updated
it with another clean version.
Then, a few days after that, they uploaded a version to Google Play that contained an
encrypted Ztorg Trojan, but without the possibility of decrypting and executing it. On the
following day they finally updated their app with the Trojan-SMS functionality, but still didn’t
add the possibility to execute the encrypted Ztorg module. It is likely that, if the app hadn’t
been removed from Google Play, they would have added this functionality at the next stage.
There is also the possibility that attempting to add this functionality is what alerted Google to
the Trojan’s presence and resulted in its deletion.

Conclusions
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We found a very unusual Trojan-SMS being distributed through Google Play. It not only uses
around a dozen methods to send SMS, but also initializes these methods in an unusual way:
by processing web-page loading errors using a command from the CnC. And it can open
advertising urls. Furthermore, it is related to Ztorg malware with the same functionality, that is
often installed by Ztorg as an additional module.
By analyzing these apps I found that cybercriminals are working on clickjacking WAP billing.
It means that these Trojans may not only open ad urls, or send Premium rate SMS, but also
open web-pages with WAP billing and steal money from a user’s account. To hide these
activities the Trojans turn off the device sound and delete all incoming SMS.
This isn’t the first time that the cybercriminals distributed Ztorg modules through Google Play.
For example, on April 2017 they uploaded a module that can click on Google Play Store app
buttons to install or even buy promoted apps.
Most likely, the attackers are publishing Ztorg modules to make some additional money while
they are trying to upload the regular rooting Ztorg Trojan. I suggest this because one of the
malicious apps had an encrypted Ztorg module but it wasn’t able to decrypt it.
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